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1–8 Artifacts (2007–9)

A near-broken violin, manipulated with software; a near-broken

dictaphone; smokey amp; makeshift talkbox; intentionally damaged

CDRs; deliberately corrupted MP3 files 
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9 Indices of Refraction (2005–11)

Various instruments; field recordings; mixer feedback
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Rife is Nick Storring’s recorded debut. It contains various
electronic works composed over the span of the last six years.

Artifacts draws its source material entirely from a near-
broken ⅞ size student-grade violin that was given to Storring by
his grandmother prior to him beginning cello lessons at age four.
The instrument became mostly a wall ornament for the best part
of 22 years, until the composition of this piece. Given the quality
and decrepitude of the instrument, it meant the sonic possibilities
were quite open: from tuning the instrument up and bowing/
pluck ing, to moving the bridge around, to scraping the varnish off
with a microphone (the opening of the first section) to tapping the
body, and even shuffling the instrument across the floor. To match
this wide array of sounds, various types of processing were also
employed: everything from ‘proper’ computer manipulation to
the recording onto a dictaphone whose power supply was short -
ing out. 

The first section of the work won the 2008 Jeux de Temps/
Times Play competition for emerging electroacoustic Canadian
composers and subsequently led to the piece being played at
various electroacoustic music festivals across the world: Berlin,
Belfast, Beijing, and Montreal. The entire 28-minute work made
its debut at the 2010 Toronto Electroacoustic Symposium. 

Indices of Refraction was started in 2005 but went through
various dormant periods until its eventual completion in 2011, 
in preparation for this album. Employing a broad range of 
source materials the piece begins with dense energetic bursts 
of processed instrumental texture, eventually reaching repose 
in a drawn-out and contemplative section. 

Nick Storring is a Toronto-based composer with a wide palette of
interests, ranging from skewed pop to electroacoustics, and from
chamber music to various forms of cross-cultural collabor ation.
His work has recently been performed by the Esprit Orchestra,
Quatuor Bozzini, and accompanied the MT Space’s play The Last
15 Seconds on its national tour and throughout the Middle East.
Interactive piece Tentacles, featuring Storring’s music and sound
design, is showing at MoMA this summer and autumn. He is also
member of the bands Picastro, I Have Eaten The City, son jarocho
collective Café Con Pan, and regularly plays with Gardenia (aka
Bryan Walker of Gates). In his Piège guise Storring is currently
finishing an album of dance tracks. He is  a recent winner of the
Canadian Music Centre’s Toronto Emerging Composer Award.


